A fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method for vehicle performance based on variation coefficient method was proposed. The evaluation index system was constructed and the mathematical models of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation about vehicle performance were established. The method can cause evaluation bias because of the subjective weights of factors in traditional fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. In this paper, variation coefficient method which is objective weights was introduced to integrate with subjective weights from experts. In the end, the numerical examples were given, compared and evaluated the evaluation results with practical sales volume. The practical application showed that the evaluation method was effective and had good practicality.
Determine weights
The determination of the weights can be divided into objective and subjective weighting method.
Objective weighting method is a method which can directly obtain weights from each-index original information after a certain mathematics deal. Subjective weighting method refers to determining each-index importance weights after subjective analysis and study by professional knowledge and practical experience.
Variation coefficient method is an objective weighting method which determine evaluation index weights according to variation degree of each evaluation index weights. Vehicle performance indicators are reflected by objective parameters. The index data that intuitive and variation degree is larger are suitable for Variation coefficient method. According to the characteristics of the performance evaluation index system and data statistics, power assembly and usability choose the variation coefficient method to determine weights.
Vehicle body choose analytic hierarchy process(AHP) of subjective weighting method to determine weights.
The basic steps of variation coefficient method are: 
Establish the evaluation index weights set
When we evaluate vehicle performance, each-evaluation index is given weight to fully reflect its important degree. The weights which consists of each weight coefficient are:
In the formula (7), Table 1 .
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Calculate weights
According to the formula（1）,（2）,（3）,（4), we gain corresponding secondary level indicators, as shown in Table 2 According to former evaluation index system and weights, experts are hired to score for each index. The score is shown as Table 3 . 
The first level evaluation
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Discussion of results
By analyzing fuzzy comprehensive evaluation results of vehicle performance we can get following conclusions:
From formula(13), we can conclude that the overall evaluation order of the six vehicle models is D4,D3,D2,D6,D1,D5.
Thus comprehensive performance of D4 is the best, D3, D2 are basically equal, D6 is a little worse, and D1, D5 are the worst. D1, D5 should further improve in all aspects to achieve better quality.
At the same time, from the formula (9), (10), (11) , the primary level evaluation results can be analyzed. It is easy to know which individual index is more outstanding or deficient among each-model body, power assembly and usability, which provide a reference for the modification of manufacturers.
The analysis of comparing evaluation results with the actual sales
Chinese domestic sales rank respectively was 
Conclusions
A more scientific and rigorous vehicle performance evaluation of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method based on variation coefficient was proposed in this paper. This method combined qualitative analysis with quantitative analysis, and considered comprehensively the influence of each evaluation index on vehicle performances. In order to solve subjectivity of determining weights in fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, we proposed the method that combined objective weight with the traditional subjective weight to determine weights, and testified its feasibility, effectiveness by practical examples. Its operation was simple, easy to achieve. Therefore, this method had good application value, not only provided a more actual new method for the automobile performances, also provided manufacturers with basis of improving and promoting automobiles performances. 
